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PROFILE
Evidence being one of the most wanted element in any legal trials / enquiries, failure in
presenting appropriate authenticated evidence at suitable stage of the trial has been always
a challenge in legal practice today. When criminals are acquitted while everyone blames the
legal system, we had a different way to look at the situation and contribute our skills to the
society and to be the reason for getting Justice to the victim.
Clue4 Evidence Forensic Investigations Private Limited (Clue4 Evidence Forensic Lab)is a
dedicated corporate entity and has been recognised as the competent Forensic Laboratory
in the field of testing and investigations. Incorporated in the year 2009, Clue4 Evidence
Forensic Lab is now the most preferred Forensic partner for various high profile cases which
are being investigated by Police and special investigation agencies across the country.Having
the corporate office at Bangalore, Clue4 Evidence Forensic Lab has been efficient in
delivering various Forensic services to several clients across India and across the globe. The
company has also been successful to offer Forensics as a tool to prevent the frauds and not
just to investigate and has earned the clients from various sectors including banking,
finance, insurance, housing development corporations, law enforcement (police and courts),
educational institutions, corporates and individuals across the globe.
In the past several years of experience, the company has contributed to educate the people
through numerous Workshops, Seminars and Certifications. The reports submitted by Clue4
Evidence has been a key evidence in passing judgements in several cases. Today, Clue4
Evidence Forensic Lab is known for its credibility and efficiency and as an organisation, we
strive to offer the forensic needs of this society with the same spirit.
Clue4 Evidence Forensic Lab is managed by a team of forensic experts headed by the
Managing Director Mr. Phaneendar BNM.Sc, LLB (LLM)– Court Commissioned Forensic Expert.
Being recognised as one of the youngest court appointed commissioner having his Masters
degree in Science and also being a Law graduate, he has been successful in guiding various
senior counsels, Police officers and Judges to bridge the gap between law and evidence
which facilitates the proper adjudication of the trials.

Our Vision
“To be the ultimate experts in the field of forensics and to offer fraud and risk management
services and be the source for justice.”
Our Mission
“To be the corporate of comprehensive & integrated forensic services with a reputation for
ENTHUSIASTIC approach, EFFECTIVE quality, EFFICIENT reporting and timely EXPERT advice.
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Our USP:










Dedicated Corporate entity for Forensic Testing.
Reports valid in Court of law and for any investigations.
Experts are exclusively trained in respective domains of operations.
State of the art technologies are part of our infrastructure.
Network with the Forensic Professionals across India and across globe.
Memberships with professional associations related to Forensics.
Advisory panel includes various practicing / retired Forensic Professionals and Police
officers.
Confidentiality of the cases are highly respected.
Sharing the knowledge and experiences through trainings / workshops to educate
others.

Credentials:






Various Law courts including High Courts have passed judgements based on our
Forensic Reports.
Our experts are regularly appointed as ‘Commissioner’ by the order of courts to
investigate and submit the report on the evidence.
Our experts are regularly consulted by various Investigating Agencies including Police
Dept. for various investigation aspects.
Senior Counsels plan their cases based on our advice and consultation for evidences
in their cases.
Our Experts are also the members for BOS and BOE boards for University
requirements.

Industries Covered:
Our services are utilised by all the industries at various stages and making Forensic services
being an Universal Requirement for the day. These industries includes (but not limited to)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Law Enforcements
Banking / Financial
Insurance
Manufacturing
Marketing
Supply / Logistics
Corporates / BPO
Sales / Retail and many more……..
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